This paper presents a purely data-driven spoken language understanding (SLU) system. It consists of three major components, a speech recognizer, a semantic parser, and a dialog act decoder. A novel feature of the system is that the understanding components aretraineddirectly fromdata without usingexplicitsemanticgrammar rules or fully-annotated corpus data. Despite this, the system is nevertheless able to capture hierarchical stmcture in user utterances and handle long range dependencies. Experiments have been conducted on the ATIS corpus and 16.1% and 12.6% utterance understanding error rates were obtained for spoken input using the ATIS-3 1993 and 1994 test sets. These results show that our system is comparable to existing SLU systems which rely on either hand-crafted semantic grammar rules or statistical models trained on fully-annotated training corpora but it has greatly reduced build cost.
INTRODUCTION
Substantial research has been done in spoken dialogue systems. Among the various spoken dialogue projects, the most influential one is the US. DARPA program. From 1990 to 1995, DARF'A sponsored a spoken language understanding programme to develop and objectively measure the performance of various Spoken Language Understanding (SLU) systems. Different research sites worked on the same domain, the Air Travel Information Service (ATIS) [l], data for which were collected jointly by them. The utterance understanding error rates for spoken language input in the December 1994 benchmarks range from 6.5% to 44.9% for context-independent utterances (category A).
Work in the early 90's focused on the semantic parser module.
The techniques used were either based on context-free semantic rules to extract keywords or phrases to fill slots in semantic frames heavy manual processing, whilst the latter needs a fully-annotated corpus in order to reliably estimate model parameters.
More recently, the DARF'A Communicator project [7] aims to support rapid, cost-effective development of multi-modal speecheniblcd dtalog syctems hlembcri i f (he Communicator s&s includeAT&T, BBN. CMU. Univcrd, of Colorado (CU), IBM. MIT. MITRE, and SRI. In most of the syitems developed by these sites, semantic parsing is still based on the early versions of parse modules, such as the Phoenix parser used by CMU and CU, the TINA statistical models trained on fully-annotated training corpora. Here, we propose a SLU system whose three major components, the speech recognizer, the semantic parser, and the dialog act decoder are all trained directly from data. In particular, it has a hierarchical semantic parser which is able to capture embedded semantic structure in user utterances and which is trained using constrained Expectation-Maximization (EM) directly on unannotated data. The evaluation results on the ATIS corpus using spoken input show that our system is comparable to the original DARPA ATIS SLU systems but with greatly reduced build cost. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the general framework of a statistical SLU system and Section 3 summarizes the training and evaluation procedures used.
Section 4 discusses in detail each of the three major components, the speech recognizer, the semantic parser, and the dialog act decoder. The experimental setup and evaluation results are then presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.
SPOKEN LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING
Spoken language understanding (SLU) can be broadly viewed as a pattern recognition problem. It aims to interpret the meanings of users' utterances and respond reasonably to what users have said. A typical architecture of an SLU system is given in Fig. 1 It should, however, he noted that sequential decoding is suboptimal in the sense that the solution of each stage depends on the exact solution of the previous stage. In order to reduce the effect of this approximation, it is possible to retain a word lattice or N-best word hypotheses instead of the single best string W as the output of the speech recognizer. The semantic parse results may then be incorporated with the output from the speech recognizer to rescore the N-best list since it provides additional knowledge to the recognizer. This is considered further in Section 5. Similarly, it is possible to retain the N-best parse results from the semantic parser and leave the selection of the best hypothesis until the dialog act decoding stage. However, in practice, no gain was found for this and hence we do not pursue it further here. Fig. 2 shows the organization of our SLS system for both training and evaluation. The ATlS training data contain the acoustic speech signal, word transcription and reference SQL query for each utterance. Each of the three major components, the speech recognizer, the semantic parser, and the dialog act decoder are trained separately. The acoustic speech signal is modelled by extracting 39 features every 1Oms: 12 cepstra, energy, and their first and second derivatives. This data is then used to train the speaker-independent. continuous speech recognizer. The semantic parser is trained using the word transcriptions from the ATIS corpus combined with their abstract semantics extracted automatically from the reference SQL queries provided in the corpus. The parser is trained on this data using constrained EM as described further in Section 4.2. It is straightforward to identify the main topic or goal and the key semantic concepts of each utterance from the corresponding reference SQL query and this information is used to train the dialog act decoder.
SYSTEM TRAINING AND EVALUATION
During testing, the N-best lists from the speech recognizer are passed to the semantic parser to generate semantic concept sequences, Parse scores from the semantic parser are combined with the total acoustic and language model likelihoods from the speech recognizer and used to rescore the N-best list. Meaningful semantic conceptlvalue pairs are then extracted from the resulting best hypothesis and the user's goals are inferred by the dialog act decoder from the semantic concept sequences generated. These extracted conceptlvalue pairs and inferred goals are then fed into the SQL query generator to form an SQL query in order to fetch answers from the ATlS database.
Performanceis measuredat boththecornponentandthesysrem level. For the former, the recognizer is evaluated by worderror rate, the parser by concept slot retrieval rate using an F-measure metric [13], and the dialog act decoder by detection rate. The overall system performance is measured using the standard NIST "query answer" rate.
SYSTEM COMPONENTS
This section discusses the three main components of our SLU 2;~s-tern, the speech recognizer, the semantic parser, and the dialog act decoder.
Speech Recognizer
The speech recognizer was built using the HTK toolkit [lo] . It comprises 14 mixture Gaussian HMM state-clustered cross-word triphones augmented by using heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [14] . Incremental speaker adaptation based on the maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) method [I51 was performed during the test with updating being performed in batches of five utterances per speaker.
Semantic Parser
The semantic parser component was built using the Hidden Vector Stare (HVSJ model [ill. The HVS model can be best explained using the example parse tree shown in Fig. 3 where the semantic information relating to each word is completely described by the sequence ofsemantic concept labels extending from the preterminal node to the root node. If these semantic concept labels are stored as a single vector, then the parse tree can be transformed into a sequence of vector states as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 3 ct [I] = cut is the new preterminal semantic tag assigned to word wUt at word position t . In the HVS model used by our SLU system, Equation 4 is approximated by P(ntlw:-l,c;-l) P(n*lct-1)
P(w*Iw:-',c:) = P(wtlc,)
For training, we assume the availability of a set of domainspecific lexical classes and abstract semantic annotations for each utterance. In the case of ATIS, these can be extracted automatically from the relational database and SQL queries of the training utterances. The HVS model is then trained on the unannotated utterances using EM constrained by the lexical class information and the dominance relations built into the abstract annotations [Ill.
Dialog Act Decoder
The dialog act decoder was implemented using theTree-Augmented Naive Bayes (TAN) algorithm [IZ], which is an extension of Naive Bayes Networks. The basic classifier learns from training data the conditional probability of each semantic concept C s given the goal G,, P(C, IC"). Classification is done by picking the goal with the highest posterior probability of G, given the particular instance of concepts CI . . . C , , P(G, IC1 . . . C"). The strong independence assumption made is that all the concepts C, are conditionally independent given the value of the goal G,. TAN networks relax this independence assumption by adding dependencies between concepts. They are however still a restricted family of Bayesian networks in which the goal variable has no parents and each concept has as parent the goal variable and at most one other concept.
An example of such a network is given in Fig. 4 where each concept may have one augmenting edge pointing to it. The procedure for learning these edges is based on the well-known Chow-Liu algorithm [16] except that instead of using the mutual information In our dialog act decoder here, one TAN was used for each goal, the semantic concepts which serve as input to its corresponding TAN were selected based on the MI between the goal and the 
EXPERIMENTS
Experiments have been conducted using the ATIS corpus and the ATIS-3 NOV93 and DEC94 data were selected as test sets. Utterances in the ATIS corpus are divided into three categories, contextindependent (A), context-dependent (D), orunanswerable (X). The experimental results reported in this paper focus on category A utterances only unless otherwise specified.
Experimental Setup
Altogether 22316 spontaneous utterances recorded using Sennheiser microphone from ATIS-2 and ATIS-3 are used for acoustic model training. This includes the ATIS-2 FEB92 and NOV92 test sets in addition to the ATIS-2 and ATIS-3 training sets. The language model was trained on 23096 ATIS spontaneous utterances with vocabulary size 1644. It consists of a word trigram and a word trigram interpolated with a class-based trigram. The latter has 60 classes derived automatically using the Kneser-Ney clustering procedure [17] . The perplexity tested on the joint ATIS-3 NOV93 and DEC94 test sets is 16.5 and 15.5 for the word trigram alone and the interpolated model respectively.
The N-best word hypotheses generated from the speech recognizer were fed into the semantic parser to output semantic concept sequences. Given an acoustic speech signal A, translated into a word sequence W , and parsed into a semantic concept sequence C , the parse scores are combined with the total acoustic and language model likelihoods according to equation 9.
6,W % argmax P(AIW)P(W)P(CIW)
C.WELN = argmax P(AIW)P(W)7P(CIW)m (9) C.WELN where P(A1W) is the acoustic probability from the first pass, P ( W ) is the language modelling likelihood, P(CIW) is the semantic parse score, LN denotes the N-best list, (L is a semantic parse scale factor, and y is a grammar scale factor which was set to 15.0 for the NOV93 test set and 17.0 for the DEC94 test set as determined experimentally.
For the dialog act decoder, 16 dialog acu or goals were defined in the ATIS domain with each goal corresponding to one TAN. The top 15 semantic concepts ranked by MI were used as input to each TAN.
The SQL query generator module was tested on the reference parse results of ATIS-3 NOV93 and DEC94 test sets. 5 out of 148 utterances from NOV93 test set and 3 out of 445 utterances from DEC94 test set did not return the correct answers, which gives the utterance understanding error rate 1.1% and 0.7% respectively. The analysis of the results shows that one context-dependent utterance has been misclassified as categoly A (context-independent) in each of these two test seu and the rest are too complicated for the SQL query generator to handle properly.
Experimental Results
Experiments were first conducted to evaluate individual components of the SLU system. Table 1 gives the results in word eiTor rate (WER) for the speech recognizer by imposing different refinement techniques on the full test seu (A+D+X). The baseline was built using a word bigram language model (LM), then the HhlM models were refined based on the HLDA technique. Subsequently, incremental adaptation test was performed and bigram word lattices were generated, which were then expanded to word trigram lattices by applying the word trigram LM. Finally, the class-based trigram LM was used to transform word bigram lattices to classbased trigram lattices. The semantic parser was tested using both text input (reference transcriptions) and spoken input (recognizer output). The F-measure scores together with recall and precision values are reported in Table 2 .
Criteria
For the dialog act decoder, the goal detection accuracy based on the parse results of both text input and spoken input is shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Test results for the dialog act decoder.
NOV93
During the integrated system test, experiments were first conducted to determine the best possible performance in WER obtainable from the N-best lists output by the speech recognizer. This 'wasdone by picking the hypothesis'withthelowest WERfrom each list for N ranging from 1 to 1000. As the system gave the same performance when N is beyond 25, only the results with values of N ranging from 1 to 25 are reported in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that N = 10 gives the optimal WER and subsequent experiments were therefore conducted on IO-best lists only. Increasing the value of N degrades the system performance slightly. This is due to noise introduced by the lower ranks of N-best lists. The oracle WER of different N-best lists are also given to indicate the range of improvements possible by incorporating more knowledge sources. 6 shows the WER obtained for rescored IO-best word hypotheses when the semantic parse scale factor a as defined in Equation 9 is varied. The optimal value for a is 10 as the lowest WER is obtainedatthispointforbothNOV93 andDEC94testsets. Increasing a value degrades the system performance since the semantic parse scores tend to dominate the rescored results.
The end-to-end evaluation results on both natural language understanding (NL) and spoken language understanding (SLS) eval- Table 4 . F-measure evaluates the extraction of conceptlvalue pairs in terms of recall and precision, while answer error rate measures the minimum / maximum answers from the ATIS database using the NIST scoring package. The latter is the standard scoring metric used by DARPA ATIS SLU systems. For the NL test, the semantic parser used as input the reference transcriptions instead of the recognized output. The SLS(1) results were obtained by taking the best word hypothesis directly from the speech recognizer, while the SLS(l0) results were obtained by taking the best word hypothesis from the rescored 10-best list after incorporating semantic parse scores. 
DEC94

CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed a purely data-driven spoken language undemanding system. Its three major components, the speech recognizer, the semantic parser, and the dialog act decoder, are trained directly from corpus data. In particular, its two understanding components, the semantic parser and the dialog act decoder, are trained without the use of explicit semantic grammar rules or fully-annotated treebank style data.
The evaluation results on the ATIS corpus show that our SLU system is comparable to the original DARPA ATIS SLU systems which relied on either hand-crafted semantic grammar rules or fully-annotated training corpora to extract semantic information, but it can he built at much lower cost. We have also confirmed, as othershavedone[l8, 19.20,21] , that semanticknowledgeextracted by a parser can be applied to rescore N-best word hypotheses from
